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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

I

had always heard stories about the
incredible connection that some autistic
individuals have with certain animals,
but I had no personal experience with
it. Honestly, I never really gave it a second
thought as my autistic son Jacob was not what
you would call an “animal lover.” In fact, the
day we told him we were thinking of adopting
a dog, Jacob became very upset. “I don’t want
a dog; I want a FISH,” he declared loudly.
“Fish don’t bark, don’t slobber and they eat
their own poop. No scooping involved,” he
debated. It is hard to argue with logic like that.
His scooping–pooping case in point even had
me rethinking the whole getting a dog bit.
But then we met Stanley—our rescued canine
friend who managed to work his way into our
hearts and change our lives forever. Especially
Jacob’s!
Stanley has not been formally trained as an autism service animal or even a therapy dog, yet
he calms Jacob down and offers him support
and comfort as if he was. My sensory sensitive
child, the same boy who would need to wash
his hands if a dog even sniffed them, now
sleeps with his furry playmate, will feed him
treats, take him for a walk, and once or twice
has even SCOOPED HIS POOP!
I can’t explain what it is that makes this dynamic duo connect the way they do, but Jacob
did a pretty good job summing it up when I

asked him. He smiled reassuringly and said,
“Stanley gets me and I get him.”
And that, my friends, is what this Issue #6 of
ZOOM is all about … relationships, connections and finding that someone that gets you
and you get them.
We explore the animal-human connection this
issue in our Zoom Editorial: Creature Comfort–The Power of Animal Therapy. Sure playing catch with Fido, cuddling with a kitten or
riding a horse is fun, but wait until you see the
numerous physical and mental health benefits
those things can offer!
We go from the animal kingdom to the human
one with relationship articles such as Dena
Gassner’s piece on redefining what marriage
is in a neurodiverse family; Barb Rentenbach’s
feature on finding the balance between being
and doing; and Jess Wilson’s essay on how to
foster a close relationship with your “typical”
child. (Hint: it’s the same way you do with
your autistic one!) These are must-read articles
that will make you rethink the way you connect with others… and yourself!

two tell ALL in an effort to change the way the world views autism, marriage and love.
(NOTE: Although it is handled very tastefully, this article does talk
about sex, so you may want to read it when the kids are not around!)
Want to know a great gift to buy a person on the spectrum that
won’t break your wallet? We got 10 suggestions for you. Suffer from the Winter Blues? Check out our Q&A section answers.
Heard about the Able Act but don’t understand it? Read our new
column Legislation Lens! There is so much more too. So drop that
to-do list, pour yourself a hot apple cider and dig into this issue.
We think you are going to like it!
Until Next Time,

Sharon Fuentes
Editorial Director/
Co-Publisher & Founder
zoomautism@gmail.com

Speaking of must reads… wait until you meet
our cover story couple–Anita and Abraham.
These love birds answer some very personal
questions about how they went from being
just friends to lovers to saying “I DO” at the
first-ever All-Autism Wedding in this special,
only for ZOOM, interview conducted by Dr.
Stephen Shore. With honesty and grace these
An oldie but goodie of when we first got our Stanley. Jacob, who was only 10 at the time, was
trying to teach him to “stay.”
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A ZOOM EDITORIAL
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“Adel is my 3rd Autism Assistance Dog Guide, a shining, gleaming black Labrador
Retriever, trained by the Lions
Foundation. Sara and Matrix
were my 1st and 2nd Guide
Dogs, two yellow labs I loved
very much. Adel’s really a Dalmatian covered in soot hiding
from Cruella! At Disney World, I
protect her from Cruella!
Adel naps at my feet while I
say “WHEE!” as the plane takes
off! Adel cheers for me at races.
She goes shopping, to movies,
rock climbing, kayaking, swimming, canoeing, dancing, and
to doctors with me. I feed her,
groom her, and take her to the
vet. I throw balls for her! People
love to meet Adel and ask me
questions. Adel naps while I’m
on Facebook. Adel loves to be
in my YouTube videos with me!
Adel helps keep me calm and
safe. She’s the First Best Autism
Assistance Dog Guide in the
World and my best friend!”
~ Tommy Des Brisay
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f you have ever owned a pet, you probably
already know the type of love, affection and
profound relationship it can bring. Frolicking
with a puppy, giving Polly the Parrot a cracker
or riding a horse can be memorable and even
meaningful life experiences. But did you know
that research now suggests that interacting
or caring for animals can be much more than
enriching? Studies now show that relationships
with animals can actually improve the physical
and/or mental health of a person! Perhaps this
is why therapy has now gone to the dogs … and
cats, horses, birds … you get the idea.
The article
below will give
you a quick intro into animal
therapy and
how it is being
used to help
individuals
deal with anxiety, depression and other emotional, social and
physical challenges. As with all therapies and
interventions, we encourage you to do your own
research and assess whether this program is effective and right for you and your situation.

What Are the Most Common Animals Used in Animal Therapy?
DOGS
There is a reason that these animals have won
the title of Man’s Best Friend. Dogs make excellent therapy animals and are the most commonly used. What most people do not realize is that
there are actually four different types of therapy
dogs.
The first (and most common) are “Therapeutic
Visitation” dogs. These dogs are household pets
that possess a
cheerful disposition. Owners go
with these dogs
and visit hospitals, nursing
homes, schools,
rehabilitation
centers and
other establishments with the primary intention of brightening
a patient’s day, lifting spirits and even providing
motivation to those with whom they interact.

“Man’s Best Friend (dogs)
can make excellent therapy
animals and are the most
commonly used.”

What Is Animal Therapy?
Animal Therapy is a rather broad term that
includes Pet Therapy, Animal-Assisted Therapy
(AAT) and Animal-Assisted Activities (AAA).
The American Humane Association defines
animal therapy as “a goal-directed intervention in which an animal is incorporated as an
integral part of the clinical health-care treatment
process.” Therapy animals assist therapists in
helping clients with a multitude of goals such as
improving self-esteem, developing social skills,
and providing help for anxiety and even posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). While you
most likely associate animal therapy with dogs
and horses, a wide range of animals are actually
used, including ferrets, potbellied pigs and, in
some parts of the world, even llamas.

The second type of therapy dogs are called “Animal Assisted Therapy” dogs. These dogs usually
assist certified physical, speech and occupational
therapists, helping clients to achieve goals such
as improving motion in limbs, fine motor control, balance, hand-eye coordination, verbal and
social skills. Animal Assisted Therapy dogs typically work in clinical settings.
The third type of canine companion is the “Emotional Support Animal.” The sole purpose of an
emotional support animal (ESA) is to provide
comfort or emotional support to a person. ESAs
are usually pets with no special training and are
not considered service dogs under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA); however,
their handlers have certain rights under the Fair
Housing Act and Air Carrier Access Act. These
animals (mostly dogs but cats and other animals
are also used as emotional support animals) are
prescribed by a physician or other medical pro-
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fessional, and the person seeking such an animal
must have a verifiable disability.

Therapists believe that horses are able to reflect
our own emotions, so patients are encouraged
to make the connection between their own life
situations and the lessons they learn from the
horses.

The last type of dog is really not a therapy dog
but a “SERVICE ANIMAL.” While these trained
animals can offer
emotional supMany people
port to their ownWhen
are
believe that the
ers just like their
use of horses is
complex and
therapy foureven more benefilegged friends
laced with anxiety for a person,
cial than that of
can, service aniany other therapy
mals must be able
and animal. The
to perform some
activities associof the functions
can be a
ated with horses
and tasks that the
are very hands
much-needed, peaceful,
individual with
on, and particia disability canpants don’t feel
not perform for
as though they
themselves. Serare involved in a
vice dogs are not
therapy session.
considered pets
Horses
gives
you
immediate
feedback
about
but, instead, working animals. Unlike therapy
your own actions and body language through
or emotional support animals, service animals
mirroring. If you are tense and nervous, the
are covered under the Americans with Disability
horse will mirror this feeling. You learn to act
Act and are, therefore, allowed access to buildand react appropriately.
ings (including restaurants, libraries, supermarkets and churches), transportation systems and
DOLPHINS
other public areas and services.
Just being in the water has been known to
have a therapeutic effect on some people; add
the unique experience of swimming with dolHORSES
phins and, well, you can see why this form of
The use of horses in therapy has been around
animal therapy is so popular. Some researchers
for ages. The Greeks documented the horse’s
have suggested that the sounds dolphins emit
therapeutic value in 600BC, and the term often
through their whistles and clicks can have the
referred to this type of therapy, “hippotherapy,”
same therapeutic effective that music therapy
even derived from the Greek word hippos,
can have. While there is not a lot of scientific
meaning horse. Unlike therapeutic horseback
evidence on dolphin therapy, clients who try it
riding (where specific riding skills are taught),
report feeling a tremendous sense of calm, an
the movement of the horse is a means to a treatincreased attention span and even an increase in
ment goal such as better balance, postural/core
their motor skills and coordination.
control, strengthening and range of motion.
Equine therapy is the discipline of using horses
CATS
as a means to provide metaphoric experiences in
A therapy cat is trained to help in a psychologiorder to promote emotional growth and well-becally beneficial way to take advantage of the
ing. This form of therapy usually includes more
human-animal interaction for purposes of relaxthan just riding lessons, such as instruction in
ation and reduction of anxiety and other condihorse care, grooming procedures and saddlery.

“

social situations
problematic,

interacting with a safe
friendly animal
non-judgmental,
stress-free break.”
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“I am standing, shaking, up against the wall of O’Hare Airport. The
visual and auditory assault on my senses is triggering a shut down,
and I am trying to stay alert and reclaim some calm. I look down,
and there is Shakespeare. My buddy, my friend, my hero. Looking
at me with huge, dark brown eyes, his fluffy tail gives a few small
thumps, and I breathe again.
With Shakespeare I feel safe. He is my anchor in the swirling waters
of social interactions. He is the absolute best sensory tool. When
being overwhelmed is imminent, I can lift him into my arms, onto
my lap, and hug him, typically swaying and humming, breathing in
his doggie scent, burying my face in his softness.
Sharing fears and confidences with Shakespeare is so simple. Telling him all that matters releases my spinning mind. Shakespeare
accepts me as me, and he helps me make friends. People approach
to ask about Shakespeare, his breed, his mission, and I get to interact, on a safe and mutually acceptable topic! People give me
PERMISSION to speak about my dog and autism! I have friendly
humans around the country because of Shakespeare’s presence by
my side. I have more freedom and opportunity in my life at the age
of 61 because of my Shakespeare. My relationships, my health and
my happiness are blessed by his presence in my life.”
~ CarolAnn Edscorn

ZOOM Autism through Many Lenses
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“I’ve always loved cats. If someone only knows one thing
about me, it’s that I love cats. A few years ago, a lady in my
church needed a home for a stray tabby cat. She knew nothing
else about me, but she knew I love cats, and that’s how Lucy
came to be my kitty. I can’t explain the connection between
us. I can’t tell you how I know what Lucy is feeling instantly
when I touch her or how her purr helps me stay calm. I can’t
explain how I feel, but I think I can explain why. For once, it’s a
relationship that I don’t have to think about at every moment
and still fear I’ll mess it up. I don’t need words. I don’t need
social skills. I just need love, and I’m pretty sure Lucy would
tell you that’s exactly what she needs.”
~ Lydia Wayman

tions. Therapy cats come in all
sizes and breeds, but the most
important characteristic is a
suitable temperament. A good
therapy cat must be friendly,
patient, gentle, enjoy human
contact and be content to be
petted and handled, sometimes
clumsily. In many situations
cats can be more beneficial than
even dogs. Cats are less likely
to startle over a wheelchair
or moving IV pole, and they
certainly can be easier to carry
and transport to different destinations. Not to mention, playing with kitty is a surefire way
to improve your bad mood.
It’s hard not to laugh while
watching a feline friend chase a
feather-on-a-wand toy or bat a
toy mouse across the floor.
MONKEYS
Yup. You read that sub-header
correctly. Monkeys are now
being used not only as therapy
animals but also as SERVICE
ANIMALS. When you stop
and think about it, it actually
makes a lot of sense too. Capuchin monkeys have dexterous
hands and amazing fine motor skills. This enables them to
perform tasks such as opening
doors, turning pages of books,
pushing buttons of elevators,
retrieving dropped objects and
even repositioning limbs on a
wheelchair. Monkeys also have
hair like humans, which helps
to alleviate problems with
fur-related allergies that can
occur with some dogs and cats.
Capuchin monkeys have a long
life span, sometimes living
30 to 40 years, which usually
equates to more time with their

14
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Possible benefits of working
with a therapy animal:
lowered blood pressure
reduced pain
decreased anxiety
reduced verbal and physical aggressiveness
increased communication and socialization
increased positive behavior
increased attention span
increased fine and gross motor coordination
(walking or grooming the animal)
improved core strength, body awareness
and muscle memory (riding horses)
an additional avenue for love,
attention and happiness
opportunities to laugh and simply
enjoy the antics of the animal

ZOOM Autism through Many Lenses
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Photo by Tosha Giannoccaro

own dog could reduce blood
pressure. A recent study done
by the University of Missouri
College of Veterinary Medicine
found that interacting with animals can increase one’s level of
oxytocin, a hormone that helps
us feel happy and trusting.

humans. Speaking of humans, these monkeys are small and the
perfect size to sit on a human lap and cuddle, offering their person
emotional support as well as physical assistance.

Does Animal Therapy Really Work?
By now you have a better idea about what this therapy is and the
different types of animals that provide the services. But does it
really work? Tosha Giannoccaro, the mother of an autistic son and
the founder
of Pawsitive
Friendships,
seems to think
can actually
so. In fact, the
idea of her nonprofit came to
her after seeing
the “pawsitive”
impact the integration of her own dog had on her son’s therapy.
“Rather than focusing on what he couldn’t do, he was focusing, instead, on Zoe, our dog,” says Tosha. This prompted Tosha to train
Zoe as a therapy dog, ultimately culminating in their becoming
a Registered Pet Therapy Team and the start of Pawsitive Friendships.

Even among professionals who
believe more research is in
order, there’s a general consensus that therapy animals can
be highly beneficial to autistic
individuals in particular. When
social situations are problematic, complex and laced with
anxiety for a person, interacting with a safe and friendly
animal can be a much-needed,
peaceful, non-judgmental,
stress-free break. For some individuals, animal therapy can
contribute to the development
of trust, higher self-esteem,
confidence, and attachment to
people. Animals can improve
our mood; take
our minds off
our troubles;
reduce anxiety,
agitation, feelings of loneliness and sadness; and foster
healthy interactions with other people.

“Relationships with animals
improve the
physical and/or mental
health of a person!”

Tosha is not the only one who believes that the animal-human
bond can provide comfort; scientists have been studying this connection for years. One of the earliest studies, published in 1980,
found that heart attack patients who owned pets lived longer than
those who didn’t. Another early study found that petting one’s

16
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But perhaps Tosha sums it up
the best when she says, “Therapy sessions are only as limited
as one’s own imagination. So
think outside the box, and the
sky’s the limit!”

ZOOM Autism through Many Lenses
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CLOSE-UP

DSM. Don’t dismiss their issues, whatever they may be.
They need your help and guidance to get through them, just
like their sibling does.

How to Foster Healthy, Close
Relationships with our ‘Typical’ Kids

About a year ago, my 14- year-old daughter,
Katie, and I wrote a post together that we somewhat sarcastically called “How to Get Your
Teenager to Talk to You in 9,876 Easy Steps.”
The number of steps was, of course, meant as a
reminder that there is no magic spell to get your
child to spill their deepest, darkest, secrets to
you, the parent, but rather, closeness and ease
with one another are, just as in any relationship,
the fruits of time and consistent effort.
The strategies for building a solid foundation
with your so-called ‘typical’ children are no different, whether they have a sibling with a disability or not. While the challenges presented by
the day-to-day may vary dramatically from one
family to the next, the basis of connection between parents and children is going to be made
up of the same stuff no matter what.
In any family, there will be times when one
child’s needs eclipse another’s, times when we,
as units, need to pull the ripcord and leave an
event that one or more of us would, in other
circumstances, really not want to leave. There
will be things that we simply can’t manage to
do that other families might be able to navigate
with ease (and vice versa), not because we have
one member of the family with a disability, but
because that’s how families work.
Human beings who live together and love each
other work together to support one another.

18
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Sometimes we hum along smoothly; sometimes
the wheels go flying off the wagon. How we
handle those moments matters. If we lay blame,
if we allow autism to be the scapegoat for all
that ever goes wrong, not only do we teach our
autistic children that they are the cause of all
that ails us, but also, we endorse and encourage
resentment and anger among their siblings.
So, we know what not to do. But what DO we
do to foster healthy, close relationships with our
‘typical’ kids?
Katie and I came up with a few suggestions. By
no means do we claim to have the answers for
you, but this is some of what has worked for us.

Respect your kids.

In so many ways this is vital, but in this context
I’d add the following: respect their unique identity, not as your autistic child’s sibling, but as
their own wondrous creature with interests and
dreams and fears and, yes, challenges all their
own.

Acknowledge their challenges.

While your autistic child’s challenges may be
more pronounced than his or her NT sibling(s),
every human being has them. It can be dangerously easy to dismiss a typically developing
child’s anxieties or difficulties when they are
simply part of the normal course of everyday
life rather than a symptom of something in the

Invest in their interests.
Get to know what they like.
Even if you happen to find
whatever it may be mindnumbingly boring or silly or
banal or even somewhat offensive, dig deeper. Find out
more. I promise you that there
is some morsel of just about
anything that is interesting. If
she’s into fashion, take her to
the mall. If he’s into dinosaurs,
head to the Museum of Natural History. Fine art? I don’t
care if you received a D in Art
History. Get thee to the MFA
and go find a Monet. While
the thing itself might not be of
interest to you, I can promise
you that there is nothing better
than seeing your child INSIDE
their joy.

Talk to them.

Tell them stuff. I know they’re
your kids, but they’re also, you
know, people. People with
whom you are in a relationship. Wouldn’t you feel really
weird confiding everything in
someone who never told you
anything?

few (free!) ideas to get you started:
Play a card game or watch a movie together before bedtime.
Get up early to watch the sunrise together.
Read the book they’re reading in school.
Bake something together.
Text them something you think they’ll find funny.
Know that they’re laughing at you. Join them.
Tell them you love them. A lot.

If you can’t find time,
create it.

Every child, no matter who
they are, needs, deserves and
benefits immensely from oneon-one time with their parents.
Is it easy to find that time?
Nope. Is it worth it? Resoundingly so. But how? Here are a

Jess Wilson can typically be found at A Diary of a Mom, where she
writes about her life with her husband, Luau, and their two beautiful
daughters, Brooke, who is 12 and is autistic, generous, and funny as all
get out, and Katie, who is 14 and is creative, excessively talented, and,
while technically neurotypical, has been diagnosed by her mother with a case of teenagerism and a heart the size of Montana. (You can also follow Jess on Facebook and
Twitter.)
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2
10 Sensory-Friendly
Gifts
UNDER
$20
for
Children
and
Adults
3
4
7
Finding the right gift for a family member or friend who has sensory challenges can be
difficult! When you do find something, the cost of that gift can be disheartening! That
3 that can ofis why ZOOM put
4 together this fun list of 10 sensory -friendly gift ideas
8
fer therapeutic benefits and hours of enjoyment
for both children and adults. The best
part? They all cost under $20!

1

5
1

2

6
2

3

1

9
Newton’s Cradle Fridge 		
Magnet
This fun toy does more than just
2
demonstrate
the laws of conservation of mass and energy. It also
provides visual and tactile sensory3 output and has a very calming
effect. The fact that it is a magnet
means that it can be attached to
4 refrigerator, file cabinet or
the
even a school locker. $14.99
1

5

10

6

20
7

1

7

5

2

Thunder Tube
This simple auditory sensory
1 is hand-held, so it also acts
tool
as3 a fidget. It has a simple, nonbattery-operated design, yet it
is2addicting, and the sounds are
4
calming.
$9.95
Spirograph
This toy provides creative fun that
is wonderfully tactile and math4
ematical
in its precision. $14.99
3
5

6

5

7

5
7
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6
8

5

6

6
1

13

8

42

6

Thinking Putty
Stretch, shape, bounce, tear, sculpt
and even shatter this putty. Plus, it
is53great for tactile, sensory-seeking
individuals. It comes in many
colors, and some even glow in the
6 or are heat sensitive for more
4
dark
sensory fun. $9.99

9

7 57

Pin Art
Offering a tactile sensation with
the bonus of a visual copy, this
68 is so much fun! $7.99
gift

8

97
10

2

6

7

10

8

1

1

2

2

1
3

3

3

4

2

4

6

6

4

8

4

1

12

3

7

5

5

5

10

3

NOTE: ZOOM is neither endorsing nor being paid by the manufacturers of these companies or websites to promote these products.
We encourage you to do your own research to see if items mentioned are right for you and your loved one. At the time that this article
was written, the items listed below were under $20 at the links we include. That may have changed. A quick internet search of the
products’ names should help you find the best deal. Happy shopping!

4

9

4

5

4

6

9

10

9

6

10

7

3
5

8

9

10

8 Intelex Cozy Therapy
10 Plush Animal

This stuffed toy is fully micro9
wavable
and scented with relaxing lavender to help aid a restful
night’s sleep. $19.99

93

67
87

Laser Pegs® Light Up
Construction Toys
6
Similar to Legos, these construc8 sets light up, offering both
tion
visual feedback and tactile stimu7
lation.
Sets range from around
9
$11.99
and up.
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Fun Sliders Carpet Skates
Just strap them on your sneakers
and take off. The vibration from
7 foot rubbing against the carpet
the
provides great sensory feedback.
One size fits all, so adults can get
in8 on the action too. $17.99

5

7

71

9
8

10 4

Lava Lamp
Visual input that is slow and
rhythmic like that in a lava lamp
10
9 provide calming, regulating
can
responses. $12.99

5

10 Expanding Mini Sphere

The sphere expands from 5 inches
to 12 inches with one easy motion, providing visual and tactile
sensory fun. $14.95

6

10
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How to Be Friends, First and Always
RETOUCH BY DAVID FINCH

M

y wife Kristen and I were standing
in the kitchen the other day, playing
Aluminum-Foil Paddle-Ball Game. If
you think you’ve never heard of Aluminum-Foil
Paddle-Ball Game, you’re right. You haven’t.
Kristen and I made it up back when we first
started dating—back when romance was transforming our friendship into a relationship.
Aluminum-Foil Paddle-Ball Game is really quite
simple to learn. It’s a lot like indoor baseball,
and with the exception of most living Chicago
Cubs, almost anyone can play it. The game
requires, at a minimum, two players: a pitcher
and a batter. You wad up a sheet of aluminum
foil. The pitcher then lobs the aluminum-foil
ball at the batter, who attempts to hit it with a
sandal or flip-flop. There is no specified limit on
the number of attempts the batter gets to hit the
foil ball, nor is there a limit on the number of
hits each batter is allowed. And we don’t really
keep score, come to think of it, so it’s sort of like
a home run derby, except there’s no prize, and
it’s played in our pajamas.
It’s maybe not the ending to Casablanca, but
moments like these are important—vitally
important—to keep the friendship with your
partner, not just alive, but thriving.

This became one of my goals a few years ago
when our marriage was struggling – to earn
back Kristen’s friendship after years of misunderstanding and resentment as a married couple. At the time, I had no idea how to go about
doing this, but with the luxury of hindsight, I’ve
since distilled what I’ve learned from undertaking such a quest. At the risk of demonstrating
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my Asperger’s, here is how it went, in a convenient list format. (I’ll spare you the flow chart.)

Step 1: Decide to be friends.

Kristen and I were close friends who decided
to get married. Nothing new here; married
people just love to say that they married their
best friend. But really, the veneer of marriage
changes things, and most of us lose that friendly
connection we once shared with our spouses.
My first step was to decide that I wanted to be
my wife’s friend as much as I wanted to be her
husband.

Step 2: Make time for your

friendship.

Time management isn’t just for Type-As and
corporate weenies; daily schedules can do
wonders for couples, too. We all set aside firm
appointment times for important engagements,
such as meetings, therapy visits, and the occasional teeth-whitening. Isn’t your relationship
worth this sort of commitment? Because we
have kids and jobs and workouts vying for our
time, Kristen and I make a point of scheduling our time together on our weekly calendars:
COFFEE DATE WITH KRISTEN or WATCH
FOOTBALL WITH DAVE. If it’s not on your list,
it’s not going to happen.

Step 3: Give your bestie only

the best.

The time you do schedule together has to be
quality time. Shockingly, it’s not enough to
simply deem a person your friend. Most people
need you to actually earn the relationship,
which probably explains why Molly Ringwald
hasn’t come to any of my birthday parties,
despite my suggestion a few years ago that we
should be pals. The same goes for your spouse:

you have to continually earn the friendship. So,
be present when you’re together, wherever you
are. Dates can happen in the most mundane
moments, but only if you’re engaged in them.

Step 4: Let your partner be that
person you fell in love with.

There are countless ways in which a wife differs
from a girlfriend or friend, per my woefully unrealistic parameters, which is something I didn’t
know until after Kristen and I were married. If
a friend were to decide to go back to school and
get her master’s degree, I would be all for it. If,
on the other hand, my wife decided to pursue a
change in career, I would vociferously wonder
why on earth she would willfully disrupt our
perfectly cozy, long-established daily routine.
If a friend wanted to buy one of those cubeshaped cars, I would encourage her to do so if
it would make her happy, but should my wife
express interest in such a vehicle, I would go
to great lengths to talk her out of it because,
as a rule, Finches do not drive weird-looking
cars. If a friend engaged in playful interaction
with a waiter, I thought it was funny. When my
wife did it, I assumed it meant my marriage
was over. I was constantly building new walls
around Kristen, which left me anxious and exhausted and left her feeling trapped and resentful — and what woman doesn’t love feeling like
that? Now, I try to remember to treat her like a
friend—except in the case of cubic cars, which ...
I mean, come on ... not in my garage.

Step 5:

Practice being a friend
even when things aren’t going so
well.

It’s easy to feel like friends when your relationship is grooving as it should. But inevitably,
there will be times when your marriage feels

like the punchline to a Rodney Dangerfield joke,
and that—perhaps more than ever— is when
it pays to treat your spouse like a friend. That
means being quick to empathize, quick to forgive and quick to put their needs and feelings in
line with, or ahead of, yours. You’d do that for a
friend, wouldn’t you?
The moments that make a friendship are among
the most precious in a person’s life. That is why
I love playing Aluminum-Foil Paddle-Ball Game
with Kristen. That, and because she pitches and
hits really well. She might crush a foul ball into
the living room, or I might take a screaming line
drive to the stomach. What can I say? It’s not
exactly a couples’ tennis league, but at a certain
point, you just have to make time for fun and
friendship, even when you’re broke. And so,
there we were the other day, laughing hysterically, two old friends having the time of our
lives.

David Finch is a humorist, inspirational speaker and author
of the acclaimed New York Times best-selling memoir, The
Journal of Best Practices. David’s essays have been published
in the New York Times, Huffington Post, and Slate, and
he contributes to Psychology Today. To book David for your
next event or to contact him in person, please visit his website.
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NEW APP FOR AUTISM

GIVING CHILDREN THE TOOLS TO COMMUNICATE
Designed to Build: Receptive, Generalization and
Communication Skills using “Real Life” images with over
20 different categories customized to your child.
Parents, Teachers and Therapists can select over 1,100 items/objects
by
FEATURE/FUNCTION/CLASS

“Our App Inspires Language for the Voiceless”
Talisha Sachlis & Dezira Dewhurst

WWW.COMMUNICATIONTOOLBOX.ORG

Experience the TGS difference!
Temple Grandin School is more than just a school - it’s a
community. We provide a safe, supportive environment where
students can transcend their labels, grow from their strengths,
and soar to heights they never thought possible.

Serving students in grades 6-12 with Asperger’s
or similar learning profiles.
Now enrolling for 2015-2016!
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Now Available on Amazon,
Barnes & Noble.com and at
any book seller upon request

To learn more, visit http://templegrandinschool.org
ZOOM Autism through Many Lenses
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Anita&Abraham

Changing the World’s View of Autism with Their Love

Dr. Stephen Shore
26
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There was just something about him that made
me want to be by him.
Abraham: I met Anita when I went to her support group meeting. I can still remember when
I first saw her. I felt an instant connection. As I
looked more closely, I felt her strong charisma.
I sensed her high intelligence. I felt enthusiastic
at how she openly talked about being on the
spectrum. I can honestly say I felt love at first
sight! Oh, and I thought she was beautiful too!
Her eyes were mesmerizing!

PO
Stephen: What does being married mean to
each of you?

Editor’s Note: When we heard about Anita Lesko & Abraham Nielsen and
their All-Autistic Wedding, we wanted to know MORE! We also knew that
we wanted to keep the “All Autism” theme going with our ZOOM story. Who
better to do the interview, we thought, than the brilliant Stephen Shore,
who not only witnessed this beautiful union but also officiated the ceremony! Without further ado, we proudly present Stephen’s insightful interview with these two love birds who really are doing everything they can to
change the way the world views autism.
Stephen: What made you and Abraham decide to get married at the Love & Autism Conference?
Anita: At first our idea was to give others on
the Autism Spectrum the opportunity to attend
a wedding. It is common that we don’t get invited to such things. Then our vision to change
the world’s view of autism began to grow, and
we wanted to make it a public event to reach as
many people as possible. Dr. Jenny Palmiotto
had already invited me to speak at the Love &
Autism Conference. After getting engaged on
Christmas Eve 2014, I called her to ask if we
could get married at her conference. Without
batting an eye, Jenny agreed, and the journey
began!
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PO
Stephen: How did you and Abraham meet
each other?
Anita: After getting diagnosed with Asperger’s
at the age of 50, the first thing I did was start an
Asperger’s Support Group in my community.
It was going for several years. Then one day
Abraham came to the meeting with his mother.
At that time I was hosting the support group at
a tiny Unitarian church set back in the woods.
That particular day there was a huge thunderstorm, and I thought no one would even show
up. It was early spring of 2013. I will always
remember when I first saw him and looked into
his eyes. I had a feeling of peace come over me.

Abraham: To me, being married means that I
have an eternal romantic relationship with my
dear wife Anita. My life is complete, knowing
that she belongs to me from her heart, mind,
and soul. I feel honored to be her husband, and
this is the most incredible milestone I have ever
taken on the high road. I believe a relationship
in marriage represents beyond infinity. It also
means that happiness will forever continue
in our married life. I feel like we have walked
together to the next world where we live in
ultimate peace.
Anita: I’m enjoying married life. Prior to our
wedding, we were already calling each other
husband and wife. But now, there’s a deeper
feeling of our commitment to each other. It is
a very peaceful feeling. I am proud to be Abraham’s wife. We belong to each other, always
and forever.

PO
Stephen: At what point in your friendship did
you two discover that there were more than just
friend feelings?
Abraham: After Anita and I were best friends
for more than a year, I realized that love started
to evolve for us on a special dramatic evening I
will never forget. Anita had just adopted a bunny, and she bought a huge bunny hutch, which

she asked me to assemble for her. On the night
we brought the bunny hutch to Anita’s house,
we both had a strong desire to hug each other
in the driveway. It was a beautiful evening. As
I put my arms around her, pulling her close
against my chest, suddenly I felt a divine magical spark inside of me. I never experienced such
an intense bond in my entire life. I didn’t want
to let go of her; I wanted that moment to last
forever. It was as if time stood still. It was the
most comforting feeling we ever had. I couldn’t
tell where my body ended and Anita’s began. It
felt as if we were simply one person.
Anita: It was that moment when I knew I never
wanted to let him go. The feeling of being in his
arms was intoxicating. I wanted that feeling to
last forever. I felt as if I were in the pages of a
great romance!

PO
Stephen: Did you both ever dream of finding
someone for a relationship?
Abraham: Yes. I always wished that a person
on the spectrum would understand my life and
be able to communicate with me. My dream
of finding this elusive person felt totally futile.
Before going to bed each night, I looked upon
endless stars across the magnificent horizon,
wishing my dream would come true. Unbeknown to me, fate would ultimately guide my
life to a happily-ever-after marriage to my soul
mate.
Anita: I always dreamed of finding someone
with whom I would be able to connect with,
someone I could be my true self with. Before
learning that I have Asperger’s, I knew I was
different, and that in itself made me think my
dream could never happen. After my diagnosis,
even though I then knew why I was different,
I still felt it to be impossible to find someone to
cultivate a relationship with. Marriage seemed
literally an impossible feat!

PO
Stephen: What do you treasure most about
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each other?
Abraham: Anita is like my guardian angel
who brought me to life. We can talk for hours,
yet it seems like minutes. We talk each day and
stay deeply connected. She inspires me to accomplish things I never thought possible. She
has gotten me to think positively, which gives
me the ability to achieve success. She’s highly
outgoing, playful, and insightful. We love being together in the tranquil house, along with
our beloved animals. We are true soul mates,
something that I know is pretty rare for people
to find.
Anita: I treasure our ability to communicate
with each other on such an intimate level. We
often spend hours talking. In the early stages
of our romantic relationship, we’d lay in bed
with all our clothes on, just lying in each other’s
arms, talking. That’s as intimate as making
love. We were getting into each other’s heart,
mind, and soul. That’s why our relationship is
so intense, because we communicate so deeply
with each other. I also think we both treasure
each other so much because we never thought
we would have someone to love, so it’s the
greatest gift ever, and it’s much more special to
us for this reason.

PO
Stephen: Do you or Abraham have any difficulties with intimacy regarding sensory issues?
Anita: Even as a young child, I couldn’t stand
to be touched. My mom would describe that
when she’d reach in my crib to pick me up, I’d
stiffen my arms and legs in protest of being
touched! I just can’t stand when anyone touches
me. Anyone, that is, except Abraham! We can’t
get enough of each other! Even when we are
cooking together, there are endless hugs and
kisses being exchanged!
With intimacy, we took things very slowly.
Once we transitioned from friendship to a
romantic relationship, it was months before we
were making love. We were building our trust
and comfort in each other. Gradually we started
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kissing, holding hands, and then caressing each
other.
We started our caressing each other by experimenting with different ways of touching. By
this I mean using either finger tips or whole
hands; and either extremely light pressure,
medium pressure or deep pressure; and then
varying that on different body parts. Typically,
autistic people talk about sensory issues for all
the negative reasons. In this case, we use our
highly attuned senses to the greatest heights
for extreme pleasure. We truly believe what we
experience with our lovemaking is far beyond
what most people will ever have. Also, our ability to communicate at the deepest level enhances our romantic experiences because we are
connected at the most ultimate level that two
human beings can possibly be connected. I will
say that we are a romance novel come to life!
Abraham: “Ditto to what my Darling Wife just
said!”

PO
Stephen: Explain how your relationship
evolved after meeting each other.
Anita: Due to unusual family circumstances,
we had to begin seeing each other in extreme
secrecy. Sometimes it would be once a week;
sometimes we couldn’t see each other for weeks
on end. Our only means of communication
was texting. Abraham quickly learned how to
become spontaneous and flexible! There would
be unexpected opportunities to see each other
that weren’t planned, and we’d both have to
shift gears in order to make it happen. During our time away from each other, love letters
would abound via text messages. It was like the
old days of yesteryear when two lovers would
write each other daily and pour their hearts
out with their pens. On very rare occasions,
we got to talk on the phone, very late at night,
and usually until the wee hours of the morning. This went on for the next five months. So,
actually, we never dated in the traditional way.
Our desire to be together grew with each pass-

“I always dreamed of finding
someone with whom I would be
able to connect with, someone
I could be my true self with.”
Caption goes here.
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ing day. Finally, Abraham took
the biggest step of his life, and
he moved in with me. It took a
tremendous amount of courage
for him to do this, but he knew
without a doubt that he made
the right decision, and he knew
our relationship was what he
had dreamed of his entire life.
We were finally together and
were then able to truly nurture
our love for each other.

PO
Stephen: How do you both
deal with everyday life and
challenges?

“When unexpected
things pop up, we first
stop and discuss the situation,
then figure out how to
handle it.”
32
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Anita: I have a very demanding job as a Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist. I get
up on weekdays at 3:30 am.
I leave the house at 5:00 am.
Even though Abraham doesn’t
leave for work until 7:30 am, he
gets up with me at 3:30 am as
well. We’ll enjoy our coffee together as I put on my makeup.
Then we’ll eat our breakfast
together, then get showered
and get dressed. Once I leave
for work, Abraham will tidy up
the kitchen and do the dishes
and do some laundry if needed. Soon it’s time for him to
get to work.
Once home at the end of the
day, we will first sit together
on the couch and snuggle and
talk about our day at work
and whatever else we want to
discuss. Then we go outside
and feed our horses together
and take a walk if the weather
is nice. We both love to cook
and spend time each evening
preparing meals for the next

day. We work together in the kitchen as a team, chopping, dicing, sautéing, grilling, each doing tasks to create the food! After
preparing the meals, we pack up our lunches for the next day and
have the healthy breakfast ready to go. Abraham will also get the
coffee machine all set and on the timer so that a fresh pot of steaming coffee is waiting for us immediately upon entering the kitchen
in the morning.
Sometimes things don’t work out quite the way we planned!
When unexpected things pop up, we first stop and discuss the
situation, then figure out how to handle it. Since we both learned
to be flexible and spontaneous during our courtship, that has
enabled us to successfully deal with life’s challenges as they may
arise. I have a tendency to get a bit high strung, whereas Abraham
remains calm. He helps calm me down and then keep me calm!
There’s nothing that we do that annoys each other. We both understand each other and accept each other’s autistic ways. We both
have silly quirks, but we don’t get upset at them. They’re part of
who we are. We typically will laugh at them! We also know that a
neurotypical person would be freaked out by such behaviors!

PO
Stephen: I’ve given you and Abraham the title of AUTISM’S
FIRST COUPLE! You defy all stereotypes of autism. What is the
message you want to get out to the world, and what are you planning to do to make this happen?
Anita & Abraham: We want to change the world’s view of autism. We want people to see that we (autistic people) need love,
relationships, and marriage just like everyone else. We want to
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give hope to others on the autism spectrum that
it is possible to have all this, and hopefully we
will give them the courage to go beyond their
comfort zones to reach for their dreams at finding true love. We also want to give hope to all
parents of autistic children that their child can
have a happy life and love and relationships.

tant in this arena and plan to help change the
numbers of unemployed autistic people. Only
15% of those on the spectrum are working.
The remaining 85% aren’t working for various
reasons, mostly because of what happens in the
workplace for autistic people. I believe I can
change this.

We are available for speaking engagements and
workshops of various types. We are planning
on presenting at various types of conferences
in addition to autism conferences. Events that
are about love, relationships, marriage, and jobs
will be on our list. Of course, autism conferences are our main focus, but we feel we can
be of help at numerous venues. (Visit Anita &
Abraham’s website to see where they will be and for
further information. www.allautisticwedding.com )

My mom’s dying request was that I promise
to proceed and start the organization I had
planned. On August 22, 2013, I founded my
501(c)3 non-profit organization, the Flying High
with Autism Foundation. This year, we are planning to take off to great heights with this organization. I am the Executive Director/CEO, and
Dr. Stephen Shore is the Assistant Director. We
want to organize an international conference
and bring in the top names of the autism world
to make a difference in many lives.

Working as a Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist for the past 26 years, as the only autistic
person in oceans of neurotypicals, has given me
tremendous insight for both autistic employees and employers. I have become a consul-

Stephen: What advice would you like to give
others on the autism spectrum about dating?

PO
Stephen: What recommendations do you have
for parents to empower their children to have
fulfilling and meaningful relationships of their
choosing as adults?
Dr. Stephen Shore officiated the wedding.
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About two years ago, I discovered I wasn’t
alone in this situation. I learned it actually has a
name, a few names in fact. It’s called the Surrogate Spouse Syndrome, and more frequently,
the Surrogate Husband Syndrome. It turns out
that it is very common for mothers of autistic
sons to turn their sons into surrogate husbands.
They begin spending all their time together,
traveling together, dining out together, everything just like a regular husband and wife,
minus the sex. This seemingly works out just
wonderfully for both of them. Unfortunately, as
time goes on, and that son turns into an adult
man, he’s totally emotionally dependent on his
mother, to the point that it can seriously interfere with his ability to develop a healthy relationship with a prospective partner.

PO

Anita & Abraham: We realize that our situation was rather unusual. However, we believe
that people should get out of the mindset of traditional dating. And certainly forget about the
crazy rules of dating! Don’t create a pre-conceived image of a person you think you want
to meet. Think in terms of finding a friend, and
see what leads from that. In order for a relationship to work, you must be friends first, and you
must be comfortable with the person. Looking
to date someone with a certain hair color or
certain look won’t last. Communication is the
key factor of a successful relationship. Without
it, there can’t be a lasting anything. It builds the
foundation upon which everything else rests.
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relationship, I’d then feel guilty inside for even
thinking of leaving her and the intense relationship we had.

Abraham, Anita, and Stephen Shore enjoy spending time
together.

Anita: This is a very difficult and complex
question, Stephen. Two days before my mom
Rita died, she apologized to me for turning me
into a substitute spouse for her. My whole life
she was my
very best friend.
We went everywhere together,
did everything
together. We
had an incredible bond that
few would ever
understand. But
that came with
a cost. It also
made me emotionally dependent on her, to
the point where I’d realized I’d never be able
to leave her to find a life partner or get married. As badly as I wanted to find a man for a

My suggestion to parents is this: Give your autistic child all the love and devotion you possibly can. Believe in them. Support them. Be their
cheerleading squad. Encourage them to be the
very best they can be. Be their shoulder to cry
on or simply lean on, and always be there to
listen to them and offer your wisdom. But don’t
make us your spouse. It makes us emotionally
dependent, and you’re not going to be there
forever. We have
needs just like you
did, to have a life
partner to love and
love us back. We’re
not free to do that
if we are emotionally involved with
you to the extreme
of being like your
spouse. We want
you to guide us out
of the nest and get
us flying on our
own. We want to
learn to be independent, and we want to have
our own lives too. That doesn’t mean we stop
loving you. It simply means we are growing up.

“We both treasure each other
so much because we never thought we
would have someone to love, so it’s the
greatest gift ever, and it’s much
more special to us for this reason.”
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PO
Stephen: What would you say are some of the
greatest similarities you share with typical married couples? What are some differences?
Anita & Abraham: We are spontaneous,
flexible and can go anywhere together, even
to places you might not typically find autistic people, such as pro baseball games, loud
concerts/shows, all kinds of restaurants, and
simply anywhere we dream up to go! We cook
together, love going on long walks, having a
picnic together, and spending time with our
close friends. All of this is just like any typical
couple.
The differences we think are the amount of
time we spend communicating with each other
each day and also the amount of time we spend
snuggling or having romance! Every day is like
a honeymoon! I don’t think this is typical from
all I read and hear about! We are truly lucky to
have our unique relationship.

PO
Stephen: Now that you are home from the
wedding, what are you two working on?
Anita & Abraham: We are working on the list
of all the presentations we will be available for
and outlining all-day workshops. We’re back
to our full time jobs, me as an anesthetist and
Abraham as an AutoCAD draftsman. We have
also begun a book about our epic romance. It
will contain all the thrilling suspense of our
months of meeting in ultimate secrecy and the
fears of getting discovered. There were often
times that felt like scenes from a movie. It’s a
love story that defies all odds and proves that
autistic people are capable of true love.
Diagnosed with “strong autistic tendencies,”
nonverbal until four and recommended for
institutionalization, Dr. Stephen Shore is an
internationally renowned professor of special
education at Adelphi University focusing on helping people
with autism lead fulfilling and productive lives.
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Just for Fun...
Zoom: Coffee or Tea?
Anita: Coffee
Abraham: Coffee
Zoom: Dog or Cat?
Anita: Cat
Abraham: Cat
Zoom: Cake or Ice Cream?
Anita: Ice Cream
Abraham: Ice Cream
Zoom: Mountains or Beach?
Anita: Mountains
Abraham: Mountains
Zoom: Movies or Reading?
Anita: Reading
Abraham: Reading
Zoom: And last but not least, if you could have
any super power, what would it be and why?
Anita: Changing the world’s view of autism!
Abraham: Changing the world’s view of
autism
Anita: We had fun with your fun questions! As
you can see, we were made for each other!

ZOOM Autism through Many Lenses
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Autism Answers

CREATING HARMONY THROUGH PARENT COACHING
$

• ABA$Parent$Coaching$
• Behaviors$
• Morning$&$Evening$Routines$$
• Building$Structure$in$the$Home$
• Communication$
• PECS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
• Sleep$Issues,$Potty$Training$
• Sensory$Issues$
• Back$Talk,$Not$Listening$
• Sibling$Rivalry$
• Academics$
• IEP$Review$&$Goals$
• Social$Skills$
• House$Rules$&$Chores$in$the$
$

We specialize in providing solutions
to everyday challenges for children
diagnosed with Autism Spectrum
Disorder, Developmental Delays
and Typically Developing Children.
Focusing on Parent or Professional
Coaching and support we will develop a
perfect plan for you!

YOUR
YOUR AD HERE
HERE

Secure Video Conferences, Email Correspondence,
and Phone Consultation connect us together to bring
Harmony In Your Home!

Our newest service will teach Parents how to
teach your child Applied Behavior Analysis
(ABA) in the home!

YOU
AREREADING
READINGTHIS,
THIS, SO
SO ARE YOUR
IF IF
YOU
ARE
YOURPOTENTIAL
POTENTIALCUSTOMERS!
CUSTOMERS!

Our$services$are$affordable$at$$55.00$per$hour$
$Tailored$to$meet$the$Family’s$needs$or$
$"Quick$Chats"$when$you$need$assistance$right$away$
$

703-479-6101
$

$

We$also$offer$a$variety$of$Visual$Aids$and$we$will$be$happy$to$customize$them$for$your$child.$

Please$visit$our$Website:$info@autismanswersnow.com$
A BRANCH OF LEAP AHEAD, INC.

COLLECT PEZ?
KNOW SOMEONE

WHO DOES?

LOOKING FOR THAT PERFECT GIFT?

With a combined reach of over 118,000 readers,
ZOOM Autism Magazine is the quickest way to
reach the autism community!

SEARCH NO FURTHER.

WWW.BEANEDESIGN.COM/ETSY
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For more advertising information, ad specs and rates
visit our webpage www.zoomautism.org or email us at
zoomautism@gmail.com.
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ZOOM IN

Redefining Marriage in a
Neurodiverse Family
BY DENA GASSNER, MSW

M

any people have ideas of what marriage is. Some anticipate a fairy tale experience where partners are happy and
loving and anticipating each other’s every need.
Some expect constant passion, intimacy, agreement and unconditional family support. The
reality is that each marriage and relationship is
unique and in a continual state of flux—growing and shifting—or it is dead.

I have been married twice. I first married because I believed it was the next step. Like many
other things in my sequential mind, it was
what was done. No one told me I didn’t have
to marry. No one explained that I could be my
own person and live independently and, in fact,
they said this would IMPROVE my future. So,
rather than helping me to become a functionally
autonomous adult exploring life, my mother
helped me pack my bags. It didn’t work. I had
brought an undiagnosed autism diagnosis and
PTSD to the marriage, and he had brought beer.
Seven years, one separation, two goes of counseling and two children later, I left for good. But
I also took some baggage with me.
Two years later, I met my current husband.
The first years were not easy. In my search for
answers, I was sucked into the chasm of misdiagnosis and, for the first four years of our
marriage, I was lost to maltreatment and overmedication. He stayed. Once I finally got my diagnosis, it would be another three years before
I could detox from my medications … and he
stayed. Through all of this, we fought to protect
our autistic son from the systems that disregarded and mistreated him. It was a dark and
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difficult journey. We were largely unsupported,
and both my husband and I began to unpack all
of our baggage.
While our marriage survived and stabilized,
we learned that my disability issues included
visual processing and working memory issues.
This manifests in me needing to leave things
out where I can see them to remember actions
they require. We learned that my husband’s disability issues (learning disabilities, anxiety and
obsessive compulsive tendencies) made it difficult for him to function in visual chaos. I am an
extrovert on steroids; he is painfully shy. I like
and need adventure; he likes and needs predictability. I am wildly driven in my work; he
prefers sameness in his work. I am in constant
motion, and he likes stillness. OMG! We were
experiencing marital clash of the disabilities!
About this time, we realized that if our son had
any chance of graduating and maximizing his
potential, I would need to take him to a place
that worked for him. Doing this would mean
that my husband and I would have to live separately. It was terribly difficult at first, but the
separation allowed us to learn new things.

“

Whatever our circumstances,
we must each define marriage
for ourselves and embrace all of our uniqueness,
including our neurodiversity,
if we are to be happy and complete.

”

“

Once we stopped trying
to fit into some socially constructed idea
of what marriage has to be,
we were able to breathe again.

”

• We were allowing others’ expectations to
assign negativity to our very necessary
decisions.
• We had not fully considered the implications
of our neurodiversity.
• We were becoming needlessly angry at each 		
other for our own neurology. While we could
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house. We could live these opposite lifestyles
and not be resentful.
Most of us know Stephen Shore and his travel
schedule. What most don’t know is that he and
his “DW” (darling wife) speak by phone at least
twice a day, every day, wherever he is in the
world. He picks up small, thoughtful gifts for
special days. They love to share good food, music and laughter. They enjoy wonderful weekends and long vacations together. And it works.
For 25 years or more.
Some of us will marry and be inseparable.
But for all of us, the truth is, whatever our
circumstances, we must each define marriage
for ourselves and embrace all of our uniqueness, including our neurodiversity, if we are to
be happy and complete. We must all “do our
Dena, her husband and their adorable Grandbaby!
work.” By that, I mean, do all we can to heal and
Whatever our circumstances,
leave behind the baggage we all gather over the
we must each define marriage
years. If I could have gifted my husband anything
in our marriage, I would have gifted him
for ourselves and embrace all of our
uniqueness,
an
unpacked
life. But then again, would we be
accommodate eachincluding
other for short
periods
of
our
neurodiversity,
where we are and who we are without that bagtime, asking him to be less obsessive or for me
if we are to be happy and complete.
gage and the shared journey of unpacking the
to be more contained in my organization was
history?
like asking us to be Olympic athletes.

“

”

Words cannot express my gratitude for having
found this man who is so unconditional about
everything in our lives and who is the father
and grandfather our children deserve, standing
Once we learned these things, we wrestled for
strong after 20 years. After our working lives are
a while but soon were able to redefine marriage
over, we will probably move
for us—logiback to the same town and
cally, meanOnce we stopped trying
begin living in our beautiful
ingfully
to fit into some socially constructed idea little two-family home—but
and withwe won’t exchange keys!
out anger.
• Here’s the really weird thing … We. Were. 		
Both. Happier.

“

of what marriage has to be,
we were able to breathe again.

WHATTTT??? Yes! We learned that we were
happier living apart. Once we stopped trying to
fit into some socially constructed idea of what
marriage has to be, we were able to breathe
again. We embraced that we could both be the
best possible parents, grandparents and care
deeply for each other without sharing the same
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Dena Gassner is the Director for the Center
for Understanding, a PhD student at Adelphi
University and an advocate, writer, and national presenter to schools, families and agencies
throughout the country. More importantly, Ms. Gassner lives a
life of transparency, embracing her identity as a person with an
autism spectrum condition.
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BY Ed Zetlin & Mark Friese

G

ood things are worth waiting for. After
over nine years of advocacy, the disability community received a victory
with the passage of the Achieving a Better Life
Experience Act (ABLE) in late 2014. ABLE is one
of the hottest topics in the disability community
and has been termed by many as one of the best
pieces of new legislation since the American
Disabilities Act. The ABLE Act was passed at
the end of 2014 but is not available for funding
yet. Many families with special needs members
have heard of this new legislation but may be
wondering how it might be beneficial to their
particular situation. In this article we will address these questions and provide some clarity
on the specific rules related to this new option.
One of the most noteworthy benefits of the
ABLE ACT is that it empowers the person with
disabilities to own assets beyond the presently
low allowable limit of $2,000 and save up to
$100,000 and still be eligible for Supplemental
Social Security Income (SSI) and Medicaid. Consequently, this encourages the person with disabilities to do what we all take for granted: save
for a down payment on a house, put money
aside as an emergency fund, or save for a dream
vacation. In addition, the funding of the ABLE
Act account can come from many sources, including earnings by the person that is disabled,
family, friends and other interested parties.
To be eligible to participate in the ABLE Act
account, the onset age of the disability must be
prior to turning age 26. You can be over 26 to
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establish the account, but you must have documentation of a disabling condition before age
26. Having a properly funded ABLE Act account
does not impact SSI or Medicaid eligibility.
But it gets even better. The earnings from a
properly funded ABLE Act account grow tax
deferred and, when withdrawn, are free from
taxes. This rule is similar to the 529 accounts
currently available for saving for education.
There are, however, several rules of which the
ABLE account owner must be mindful.
• The account is limited to a maximum balance
of $100,000. If you exceed that figure, SSI
benefits would be suspended but not
terminated. In addition, the federal
maximum does not impact Medicaid, but 		
states are free to create their own limitations 		
for Medicaid coverage.
• You can only fund the account with the
annual gift tax exclusion (currently $14,000) 		
per year, so it will take some time to reach
the $100,000 maximum allowed.
• Eligible expenses that are used by ABLE Act 		
funds are required to be “qualified disability
expenses.” This language is still being
clarified by the Department of Treasury
and the IRS.
• Each eligible person gets just one ABLE
account. The $14,000 current limit applies
to all contributors, including family
and friends.

TION LENS
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• The account is required to be established
in your state of residence or the state that
contracted for ABLE. Some smaller states 		
may have other states administer and offer 		
the ABLE accounts.
• Investment selection will be limited.
• Amounts left over after the death of the
owner are subject to Medicaid payback so
that what was paid out in benefits to the
owner under medical assistance would
be paid back before the remaining
proceeds could be distributed to
designated beneficiaries.
So, how might this work in real life? Each state
is responsible for instituting and operating an
ABLE program. States will need to create their
own procedures and forms. The Treasury Department must develop regulations that guide
the states. When your state announces that the
program is up and ready, the qualified disabled
person can open an account.
Having an ABLE account is not a replacement
for a Third Party Special Needs Trust (SNT).
When a parent, relative or friend leaves assets to
a disabled person, it should be paid into an SNT
and not the ABLE account. Why?
1. The Third Party Special Needs Trust is not
subject to the Medicaid pay-back provision.
2. The Third Party Special Needs Trust is not
subject to the $14,000 annual cap.

3. The Third Party Special Needs Trust is not
subject to the $100,000 account limitation.
What the ABLE Act does do is treat a
disabled person like every other American.
They, too, can open up a savings account.
They, too, can quickly and inexpensively
shelter small sums of money they receive
and still preserve needed public benefits.
They, too, can participate in annual estate
plan gifting from their parents and
grandparents.
In conclusion, the ABLE Act is not perfect, but
it provides disabled individuals a means to
meet their daily needs like everyone else and
still maintain the public assistance they need to
remain independent and free.

Edward Zetlin has a solo practice in the areas of elder &
disability law, guardianship/conservatorship, public benefits,
estate planning and estate administration. He serves on the
Northern Virginia Autism Association Board and is an
Adjunct Professor of Law at the Washington College of
Law of American University.
Mark Friese is the founder of Special Needs Financial Advisors,
based in Washington, D.C. With over 100 years of combined
experience, they help to navigate the many aspects of planning
with special needs family members.
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(The following is an edited excerpt of Chapter 19 of Barb’s new
book, Neurodiversity: A Humorous and Practical Guide
to Living with ADHD, Anxiety, Autism, Dyslexia, Homosexuality and Everyone Else.)

Life is a balance
of two B’s:
1 Just being.
2 Being just.

I

n I Might Be You: An Exploration of Autism and
Connection, I wrote much of the bounty of
just being. Here is an excerpt sharing how
just being can connect you with another without
language: “We are not hiding. You search with
limited senses and, therefore our humanity is
camouflaged to you. Be still. Be quiet. Be. We
notice you on the glacier. We observe you completely. Language presentation is the barrier
to our friendship–not sentience or intellect. We
do not speak your language, but you can speak
ours. Be still. Be quiet. Be. And now be with us.
Our silent and invisible language is that easy
to learn. Feel it? Welcome. Our friendship has
begun.”
I have always been good at just being. I know
now that to fully “be,” one must also “do.” This
truth comes with the added bonus that doing
can be a real calorie burner. But wait, there is
more.
Those who are good at just being are fully present and see justly that change is often needed to
be just. (That may read more clearly when held
up to a mirror.)
Change is always a chain reaction. Google tells
us a chain reaction is “a chemical reaction or
other process in which the products themselves
promote or spread the reaction, which under
certain conditions may accelerate dramatically.”
If you seek change, make your move. Humanity
needs exactly you.

B y : B arb R entenbach
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Consider, for example, Buddhist monk Quang
Duc’s self-immolation on a Saigon street in
June 1963 that led to the November 1963 overthrow of the Diem regime in South Vietnam, a
government that infamously persecuted Buddhists, thus ending the “Buddhist crisis.” Fellow
monk and prolific author Thich Nhat Hanh, in
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trum in America as there are
Jews.” For posterity, I note that
Silberman’s book came out as
I was finishing this book. The
importance of Neuro Tribes
resonated in our neurodiverstiy community immediately,
so I put my editors on hold,
read his book and then completed this chapter.

the apparatus to send it by radio.”
Patrick Witty then asked: “When you say pigeon, what do you
mean exactly?”
Browne said, “A pigeon is a passenger on a regular commercial
flight whom you have persuaded to carry a little package.”
This famous picture appeared on President Kennedy’s desk that
day. As a result of many just doing their part, Thich Quang Duc’s
self-immolation changed the world.
We do not all need to burn up, but we must share our fire if we
want change.
Warren Buffett says, “Someone’s sitting in the shade today because someone planted a tree a long time ago.” I used to just sit in
the shade; now I am trying to sew just seeds so that you may too.
Growing change is often hard. The United States recently swore in
a black attorney general named Lynch. And I am a gainfully employed “severely autistic” mute. It was not easy for Loretta Lynch
or Barb Rentenbach, but here we are being heard.
Barb and Lois Prislovsky working on their Loud Mute Radio podcast.

a conversation with Dr. Martin Luther King,
explained that this was not an act of suicide.
He immolated himself out of love and wanting
equality justice, not out of despair or self-pity.
It was hard
to be heard
in Vietnam at that
time, but
Quang Duc
was heard
around the
changing
world.

“

the event and won a Pulitzer prize for his international reporting as well as the world press
photo of the year award. Browne recalled, “The
main thing on my mind was getting the pictures
out. I realized
that this was
something of unusual importance
and that I’d have
to get them to the
AP in one of its
far-flung octopus
tentacles as soon
as possible. And
I also knew that
this was a very
difficult thing to do in Saigon on short notice.
The whole trick was to get it to some transmission point. We had to get the raw film shipped
by airfreight, or some way. It was not subject to
censorship at that point. We used a pigeon to
get it as far as Manila. And in Manila they had

Each day I step out of my
autistic darkroom to capture
images. Before I am overexposed,
I return to my safelight autistic
sanctuary to process.

The change
chain grew stronger as photographers, pigeons,
and presidents bound and reacted.
Patrick Witty’s Time Magazine article on the
50th anniversary of Quang Duc’s burn interviewed Malcolm Browne, who photographed
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Since my last book, I assiduously clicked out my ability to type
independently and took the opportunity to make changes in my
24/7 care and immerse myself in my chosen career. I am a freelance neurodiversity promoter. It is a growing field providing
relevant shade for perhaps the largest minority in the world. Steve
Silberman wrote in Neuro Tribes: The Legacy of Autism and the Future
of Neurodiversity, “There are roughly as many people on the specBarb and Team in NYC recording the new audiobook with Chad Dougatz, Lois
Prislovsky, Carol Holloway, and Jeri Yarber.

Like Malcolm Browne, for
many of us, the main thing on
our minds is getting the pictures out because we realize
“this is something of unusual
importance.” Each day, I step
out of my autistic darkroom
to capture images. Before I am
overexposed, I return to my
safelight autistic sanctuary to
process. I wordlessly calculate
what to develop and dilute.
What appears in my developer
tray is my neurochemical art. I
then treat myself to a stop bath
before the arduous task of getting my product to the neurotypical market. Next, I persuade my index finger pigeon
to peck out my little package.
In wide-awake Mark Nepo’s
book Hold Nothing Back: Essentials for an Authentic Life, he
teaches the interplay between
effort and grace. Since one
never knows when effort will
turn to grace, he creates this
way: “I push the pen until it
pulls me.”
To fly majestically as designed,
we must pump our wings until
we catch the current. Thus, to
be our highest selves, we must
balance our wings with being
and doing. For me, doing is
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VERY hard. This chapter 19, from which this
excerpt came, alone took over 6 months. To
show for it, I have a swollen arm with broken,
bloody, seeping skin from where I bite my right
wrist violently and then bang it into my teeth as
forcefully as I can with my dominant left hand
while caterwauling like a petrified alley cat. I
warn others to get back as best I can, but they
don’t always get my non-verbal message, and in
this state I am sure to grab, claw and bite you if
you get too close.
Do I want to be like this? Is this Autism? I am
not sure. From what I have gathered, “severely
autistic” may describe my way of being and doing as accurately as words can at this time.

If you and your spouse were to divorce tomorrow, would you be able to financially
care for your autistic child on your own—
perhaps for your child’s lifetime?

CONNER’S

LAW

I don’t know how to write about injustice and
anguish without feeling it. So, I bite into pain,
knowing Grace will come. The consistent, eventual reward and bliss of Grace fuels my perseverance and keeps me moving.
I planned to end this article with a rah-rah
for you to keep being and doing as Grace will
come. Then my perception changed. Two days
ago, I was just being on my smooth wooden
swing in a faultless fall afternoon, relishing remnants of my favorite microwave buttered popcorn on my fingers and cheeks, when I captured
the image of Grace. Astonishing! But how? My
autistic darkroom was closed. Grace was not out
there. Grace was in here. Like Malcolm Brown,
“I realized this is something of unusual importance and that I’d have to get them to the AP in
one of its far-flung octopus tentacles as soon as
possible. And I also knew that this was a very
difficult thing to do [in AUTISM] on short notice.” For immediate release: “See past octopus’
ink - Grace is always everywhere.”

Neurodiversity advocate Barb Rentenbach is a
sagacious and humorous writer. Due to “severe
autism” she does not speak but painstakingly
types one letter at time. Barb is the co-founder/
CEO of Mule and Muse Productions and star of LOUD
MUTE RADIO.
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BALANCE

5 New Year’s Resolutions
for a More BALANCED Life

A

s 2015 comes to an end, it’s time to look less to the past and more towards the future and
the blank slate known as 2016. A new year means
new beginnings, a chance to rewrite
1
your own book or at least the next chapter! So, stop for a moment, take a deep breath
and reflect on the changes you want (or need) to make
1 that will allow you to live a happier, less
stressed and more balanced life. Just print out these five resolutions below and put them on your
refrigerator, bathroom mirror or anywhere else that will allow you to see them often.
2
Then resolve to make the change and be the BEST YOU you can be!

1 In 2016, I will take better care of MYSELF. You have a calendar full of your
loved ones’ appointments, but when was the
last time you had your vision tested, your teeth
cleaned, your bloodwork checked or even your
hair
2 cut? We all know that we can’t take care of
others if we don’t take care of ourselves first, so
1
why don’t we do it? This year, resolve to take
better care of yourself, improve your lifestyle
and not feel guilty about doing it.
3
1
2

WE NEED YOUR HELP!
SB923 Conner’s Law passed in VA. Join our
advocacy movement while we
go state by state, changing laws as needed...

Because a disability doesn’t stop
on a child’s 18th birthday.

Conquer for Conner

In 2016, I will worry less and TRUST
more. Steve Jobs once said, “You cannot
connect the dots looking forward; you can only
connect them looking backwards. So you have
to trust that the dots will somehow connect in
4
your
2 future.” Every person has their own time
3 so this year, resolve to worry less about the
line,
future and trust that the dots WILL eventually
connect!
In 2016, I will work on being “UNDER
CONTROL,” not “in control.” You may
not be able to control the situation, but you
can control how you react to it! When you are
under control, you are sending the message that
regardless of what is happening, whether it is
4
your child having a meltdown in the middle of
aisle 4 in the grocery store or your boss giv-

3
4
5

2

ing you another assignment on top of the three
you already have, YOU get to decide how you
feel
3 about it and how you will react. This year,
resolve to stay under control as it will allow
you to remain calm and keep the focus where it
3
needs to be, which is the situation at hand.
In 2016, I will concentrate on what is
RIGHT rather than what is wrong! Don’t
focus on what did not work or go as planned;
4
instead, look for the silver lining because, believe it or not, there is always one there. This
year, resolve to look at the glass as half full, not
empty, and celebrate every milestone, for none
are
5 too small or insignificant.

4

In 2016, I will remember that “to err is
human,” and no one is perfect. You will
not always make the correct decisions, react in
the best way or say the right thing. It’s okay!
Mistakes are how we learn. Personal growth
is only achievable when we are able to see that
every blunder, trial and hardship is not a failure
but an opportunity! This year, resolve to accept
that YOU ARE A WONDERFUL IMPERFECT
WORK OF PROGRESS!

5

5
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CANDID BY MARIPAT ROBISON

Neuro Tribes
An interview with Steve Silberman

A

ward-winning science journalist Steve Silberman’s
book Neuro Tribes -The
Legacy of Autism and the Future of
Neurodiversity is a New York Times
bestseller that recently won the
2015 Samuel Johnson prize for
non-fiction. I caught up with Steve
at the college of William & Mary,
where he joined the Olitsky Family Foundation Neurodiversity
Speaker Series.
MP: Congratulations on winning the Samuel Johnson prize
for non-fiction. It’s the first science book ever to win that prize. How do you think
that “first” is important?
Silberman: It opens the door for other science books. My book
was an attempt to fuse science, literature and history because I
knew early on that it was going to be a long book, and if it didn’t
‘read well,’ people wouldn’t be able to absorb it all.
----MP: Neurotribes required exhaustive research: historic, scientific
and anecdotal. Can you describe a bit of your process for each of
these areas?
Silberman: When I was planning the project, I originally intended that it would have more hard science, neuroscience, in it. However, the state of autism science changed so rapidly. One of the
things that plagues autism science is a not just different findings,
but contradictory findings. So one neuroscientist will say: “There’s
too much white matter!” And then the next week it’s, “There’s too
little white matter!” So I wanted to delve through all this history to
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find, in a sense, the eternal truths of autism and
write about those.
As a neurotypical writer, I was aware that I
could never write about autism with the authority of someone like Temple Grandin, or the
young generation of self-advocates, because I
don’t have the experience of living inside an
autistic mind. So it was very important to listen
to as many autistic people as possible.
----MP: Before you wrote the iconic 2001 “The Geek
Syndrome” article in Wired Magazine, what did
you know about autism?
Silberman: Very little. I really had to start from
the ground up. Luckily, I lived just a couple
blocks away from one of the best medical libraries in the country: the University of California
San Francisco Medical School. I made many
trips to read papers and journals and really dig
deep into the history of autism. I read papers on
genetics, toxicology, psychiatry, and so I educated myself.
-----

----MP: What do you think are the most important
messages in Neuro Tribes, and what points
would you like readers to come away with?
Silberman: I think labels like autism, dyslexia
and ADHD actually describe, almost, different
human operating systems. Instead of thinking
of these conditions as disorders or ailments or
afflictions, epidemics or diseases, we should
think of them as ways of being human that have
been part of the human community for millennia.
The parents’ community, the self-advocate
community and the researchers don’t trust each
other, and there are good reasons for that, having to do with decades of terrible messaging
from clinicians about the causes of autism, like
theories of bad parenting.

Steve Silberman speaking at the Family Foundation
Neurodiversity Speaker Series at William and Mary College.

MP: Oliver Sacks wrote the introduction to
Neuro Tribes. Was he an important mentor
to you?
Silberman: Yes, definitely. From Oliver Sacks,
I got a very humane view of people who think
differently because of conditions like Tourette’s
syndrome, Parkinsonism and autism. I also
got a way of writing about a medical condition
where the person, not the condition, is in the
foreground. Sacks told me, “You must write
your book,” and I took that very seriously. I
would say Neuro Tribes was homage to his
work.
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We have to stop thinking of autism as a kid behind a wall of puzzle pieces and start recognizing that it’s the old woman down the street who
never got a diagnosis or all the autistic adults
out there struggling to get by. There are so
many that have tremendous gifts and no way to
contribute them to society because of the limited
ideas that employers have about employees.
Society has to widen its views of what a worthy
employee is.
-----

WANTED

MP: Do you see yourself as a social justice crusader?
Silberman: My book is autism seen through
the lens of social justice rather than through the
lens of medicine, or even science. It is primarily
a story of a tribe of people coming out of oppression, brutality, isolation, institutionalization, and walking into the light to claim their
place at the table in society, and have a voice in
their own destinies.
-----

Maripat with her husband John Elder Robison and Steven Silberman

The self-advocates feel that they’ve been objectified and victimized by psychiatry, and parents
feel that they’ve been lied to. I think that plays
into the
anti-vaccine
narrative because parents
feel like they
weren’t getting the real
story of why autism spiked so dramatically in
the late 90s.

Silberman: I completely understand why parents are suspicious of Big Pharma. Big Pharma
is not our friend. However, that’s not the story
of why the
autism diagnosis started
spiking in the
90s, and what
I tried to do
was present a
story that was as compelling as the anti-vaccine
narrative, but true, instead of false.

The real story didn’t turn out to be a story about
vaccines; it turned out to be a story about two
competing visions of autism in the early 20th
century and how those two visions played out
for decades, culminating in Lorna Wings rediscovery of the spectrum in the 70s.

-----

“We have to stop thinking of
autism as a kid behind a wall
of puzzle pieces.”

----MP: What about the anti-vaccine movement?
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MP: You and your husband Keith have been
together for a few decades; how has writing this
book impacted your relationship?
Silberman: Keith had to support me because
the percentage of my advance ran out after
about a year. His commitment to the project was
more than either of us expected. His loyalty and
confidence never wavered even when my own
confidence was low. Keith never lost faith that
I was doing something important. I can’t even
put into words how grateful I am.

MP: What would be your vision of a societal
support system for those affected by autism?
Silberman: A society that is devoted to providing to autistic people and their families happy,
healthy, safe, productive, creative and engaged
lives at whatever levels the autistic person can
participate.

SUZANNE “BEANE” CHANESMAN

FOR CREATIVE &
DETAIL-ORIENTED
DESIGN
TM

Maripat Robison is an international speaker and writer, leading
workshops on loving someone with autism. A retired television
executive and magazine publisher, Maripat has raised two neurodiverse kids and is married to John Elder Robison. Maripat is
the author of the popular blog and forthcoming book, I Married
a Geek.

www.beanedesign.com
info@beanedesign.com
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KNOWING vs.
NOT KNOWING
Teaching Students to Accept
and LOVE their Diagnosis
By: Dr. Michael P. McManmon, Ed.D

Recently diagnosed adolescents and young
adults have shared that over the years before
they knew about their Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) or Learning Difference (LD) diagnosis, they believed they were crazy, stupid, not
good enough and numerous other extremely
negative attributions. I drew some of these
same conclusions about my own self as I have
Asperger’s Syndrome and Sensory Processing
Disorder. I needed to understand my clinical
diagnosis and
learn how to accept it.
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stand individual idiosyncrasies, characteristics
and personalities, making it hard to have positive social connections with others in school.
The interactions of these emerging adults are
often more negative and/or stressful than their
interest in pursuing selfgrowth or change. This
makes it hard for teachers to
integrate individuals into an
everyday classroom setting.
Helping individuals understand their differences can
ease this challenging task.

“The classroom setting is an ideal
place to work with adolescents and
young adults as they begin or continue
to understand their autism and/or
learning differences diagnosis.”

I can tell you
from my own
journey into
acceptance that
helping each
individual
student understand his or her diagnosis enables
each person to talk about it, read about it, ask
questions, do research and then identify with a
group of similar people. This, in turn, leads each
one to feeling more hopeful and courageous
about getting help, asking for accommodations,
and/or gaining more information in the various
learning environments they will encounter.
Adolescents and young adults with ASD or
LD have different thinking patterns and brain
processing functions – especially in the area of
social competencies/social actions. These differences often compromise the ability to under-
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A

s individuals plan for success in school, having an understanding of who they are, why
they are different, and how to accept, work
with and learn to love these differences is critical. The classroom setting is an ideal place to
work with adolescents and young adults as they
begin or continue to understand their autism
and/or learning differences diagnosis because,
when young men and women don’t know what
makes them different, they can develop negative images about themselves. If no one is talking about their differences, they may come to
the conclusion that it’s a big bad secret.

Exactly how can knowing
about one’s diagnosis help? Here are some insights into the issue of knowing vs. not knowing
about an individual clinical diagnosis gleaned
from working with many students over the
years.

KNOWING VS. NOT KNOWING
• Knowing helps individuals with an ASD or 		
LD diagnosis feel proud of who they are.
• Knowing helps adolescents and young adults
plan their lives in a realistic manner.

ZOOM Autism through Many Lenses
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Your most
important goals
aren’t just
financial ones
If you want to provide a lifetime of support for your child, we can help.
We’ll work with you to address a number of the concerns — financial,
social and legal — that come with caring for a loved one with special
needs. Call to learn more today.
Photo: CIP Staff

• Knowing helps each person move toward 		
greater self-acceptance and less self-blame.
• Knowing helps individuals advocate and talk
about their strengths and challenges so that 		
others can understand and accept them.
• Knowing helps these emerging adults have 		
the opportunity to look up to their own 		
role models such as Temple Grandin, Stephen
Shore, Jerry Newport, Thomas Jefferson,
Albert Einstein, or other individuals with a 		
known or suspected ASD or LD diagnosis.
• Knowing enables adolescents and young 		
adults to seek out others “on the Spectrum” 		
or who have similar Learning Differences for
mentoring and/or friendship.
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Generally speaking, all individuals with an
ASD or LD diagnosis have a right to know, and
the classroom setting is an ideal place to begin
teaching awareness.
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CUMMINGS AND GOINGS

T

his ZOOM is all about love and relationships. There are so many types of
relationships, and one that is important
to us is faith. Faith constitutes a vast
spectrum. Faith is a personal individual journey that may or may not be religious-based.
For Conner and I, our FAITH journey starts on
Sundays with our own special ritual.
Every Sunday, Conner and I watch Joel Osteen
together on television. Conner is a huge Joel
Osteen fan and at times even quotes him, both
verbally and in his writings. We actually saw
Joel Osteen speak once. Afterwards, we stood
in line to meet him. No pictures were allowed,
and you were only supposed to say hello, shake
hands and keep moving. Conner had a different idea in mind when it was his turn to meet
him.
Conner went to pull a Conquer for Conner blog
card from his pocket to give to Mr. Osteen, and
within a split second, security surrounded him.
I pushed my way to Conner. He started stimming and was understandably upset and confused. Joel Osteen, realizing at least somewhat
what was going on, motioned to security to
step back. He smiled at Conner and asked him
to repeat himself. Conner told him, “My name
is Conner Cummings; I want to make a difference and make the world a better place,” and
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he gave Joel his card. Joel smiled again and
asked Conner, “Do you want me to read this?”
And Conner said, “Yes, please. God already
knows about it.” Then Joel shook Conner’s
hand, holding it for a moment in both of his
own, and told him how nice it was to meet
him. Joel then looked at me and said, “Your
son is a blessing!” At that point we were motioned by security to move on. Conner had
wanted to meet Joel Osteen, and he did – Conner’s way!
Conner’s favorite words are believe and faith.
Perhaps that is why we were asked by the
Autism Society of Northern Virginia (ASNV)
to reach out to the vast faith communities to
help make them inclusive. ASNV receives
numerous phone calls asking where families
or individuals can go to church, temple, hall,
community, nature or whatever place their belief may be practiced. One issue that seems to
cross all paths is that attending can be difficult
for children and adults on the spectrum. They
want to attend, yet rarely do they feel comfortable. Our job, led by Conner and a group of
autistic individuals, is not to solve every issue
but to educate to the best of our abilities and
learn together while we tackle this task.

separate room where the kids can move around
as needed but still listen to and/or watch the
service through speakers or on a screen. Some
are going the extra mile and training the day
care volunteers to work with our children. We
have seen handouts and/or the speakers’ words
being displayed on a screen so that those who
need it can both view and hear the words being

An example of my son’s faith. While in the Disney store, Tinker
Bell asked over the intercom for everyone to help save magic...

spoken. Seating preferences with easy entrance
and exit access is another accommodation being
made.
The goal is to help ensure that all of us feel
welcomed, valued and comfortable. Conner and
I both believe and have faith that it is a goal that
hopefully, someday, will be in every aspect of
our lives!

Sharon Cummings
Executive Director/Co-Publisher & Founder
zoomautism@gmail.com

Some faith communities already seem to have
it right, and we will be learning from them
what does and does not work. A few modifications that have seemed helpful so far include a
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Q&A

How Do You Deal with the
Winter Blues?

W

inter blues is a type of depression that occurs around the same time every
year. While there is no single cause, there are some factors that can lead
up to this form of depression. Shorter, darker, colder days; holiday crowds,
noise and bright lights; changes in schedules and lots of unstructured time; donning
winter clothing such as jackets, scarves and gloves, etc. – all of these things can be huge
physical, emotional and sensory challenges that can lead to feelings of being overwhelmed, restless, anxious, irritable, helpless, unenergetic and sad, otherwise known
as the Winter Blues.
We decided to ask some of our autistic experts who have experienced the Winter Blues how they
deal with it. Here is what a few had to say.
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“I’ve used therapy lights to help keep my sleepwake cycles regulated and found a pleasant side
effect of light therapy was that it completely
wiped out my winter blues. If you want to
try, get a bright light and set it facing you but
slightly to the side -- even better if you can get
two lights and put one on each side. Lights on
the side will have less direct glare in your eyes
and are more effective at reaching the retinal
cells that communicate directly with your SCN,
a small part of your brain’s hypothalamus.
Turn them on as soon after waking as possible
and spend at least 30 minutes with your lights
(while eating breakfast is usually just about
right). Caution: if you are prone to mania, ask
your doctor before trying light therapy.”
~Sparrow Rose Jones
“Cold weather and winter brings so many sensory challenges to me that I dread the coming
of the season. I deal with it by making sure that
I have comfortable, warm clothes, especially
a coat that makes me happy and mittens that
don’t bother me. Hats are problematic because
of dry weather and static hair. I’ve found that
a warm headband is really helpful and works
with ponytails to keep that winter hair out of
my way. I also try to make sure my skin doesn’t
get overly dry as that is a sensory trigger for me,
and when I am sensorily dysregulated, I am far
more likely to feel depressed. As for the emotional part, I always feel better when I exercise.
In my case, I run, which is harder in the cold
weather, especially if I’m already feeling down
from winter blues. I try really hard to keep active and to do things with my family instead of
just burrowing into my bed, which feels good,
but ultimately just makes me more depressed.”
~ Jean Winegardner
“I don’t like winter jackets because I feel like I’m
stuck. I’d rather be cold than stuck, so I haven’t
worn one in a long time, which makes my mom
worry all winter! It’s a good compromise to
wear a fleece, or if it’s not quite as cold, a fleece
vest. My arms need to be free to move however
they’d like!”
~Lydia Wayman

“ POPCORN! Seriously I’m not kidding! When
I am feeling rushed or overwhelmed during the
holiday madness or feeling cold and lost on a
snow day off from school, nothing calms me
more then popping some popcorn and watching
a familiar favorite movie. The smell of the popcorn and the warmth of the bowl in my hands
as I sit in MY spot on the couch is comforting.
That’s how I deal with the Winter Blues.”
~ Jacob Fuentes (14yrs old)
“This is a reliable problem, so I’ve learned that
planning out a few months’ worth of distractions can be helpful. It’s not enough to just seek
out books, movies, TV, music. I can get too low
energy to initiate stuff like this. So, before winter
begins, I write out a detailed schedule of distractions and do everything I can to stick to it. I
find ways to keep my mind occupied and, more
importantly, give myself a day-to-day schedule
that tells me exactly what to focus on. This can
often be helpful.”
~M. Kelter
“In the winter I like to decorate my house.
Christmas lights in rainbow colors give a nice
cheerful feeling in the house. Just be sure to read
the packaging to avoid flashing lights!”
~ Karin Gomez
“The darkness and cold are what get to me the
most, so I schedule myself to go out for a short
walk at least once a day, and when the weather
is nice, I make a point to smile with my face in
the sunshine and eyes closed for a few minutes.
A warm bath before going outside into the cold
helps keep muscle tension at bay longer. I also
remind myself to keep extra warm (I tend to
forget) with a sweater, a scarf and wool booties
when indoors. And I make a point to enjoy coziness. I fill a bottle with hot tap water, bring it to
bed and apply it to my back, neck and legs to
relax tense muscles. Warms up the bed, too!”
~Marie Lauzon
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SPOTLIGHT ON SUCCESS

BEAR Hugs & Autism Hope:
Tikko™ and Dorian’s Story

D

orian, my 12-year-old autistic son, is
kind, compassionate and has a great
sense of humor! He loves Pokemon,
Minecraft, and Skylanders and has dreams of
becoming a rock star someday. Dorian takes
his drum lessons and singing very seriously. It
wasn’t always like this. In the early years prior
to Dorian’s diagnosis (it took 7 years), we spent
many days lost, confused, losing hope and very
worried about his future. Enrolling Dorian at a
local school specializing in children with neurological disorders at the start of Grade 2 was
the best decision we ever made. It wasn’t long
before we realized that given the proper support, understanding and acceptance, children on
the spectrum can grow up in a world that gives
them every opportunity for success!

So … “Where’s Tikko Been?” Since 2013, Tikko™ has travelled to Africa, the Arctic, Asia,
Alabama, Alaska, Alberta, Amsterdam, Arizona,
Australia, the Bahamas, Belgium, Bolivia,
Brazil, British Columbia, Bulgaria, California, the Caribbean, the
Carolinas, the Cayman
Islands, Cuba, China,
Costa Rica, Crete,
Croatia, Denmark, the
Dominican Republic, England, Florida, France,
Georgia, Germany, Greenland, Hawaii, Holland,
Hong Kong, Hungary, Iceland, Illinois, India,
Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Japan,
Kentucky, Korea, Kuwait, Labrador, Lithuania,
Louisiana, Manitoba, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nepal, the Netherlands,
Nevada, New Brunswick, New Mexico, New
Jersey, New York City, the Northwest Territo-

One day, when Dorian was 9, he came across a
story of a young girl who was terminally ill. Unable to travel herself, she experienced the world
through the eyes of her
traveling teddy bear.
“Dorian became inspired and
Dorian became inspired
and decided to send his
decided to send his own beloved
own beloved polar bear,
Tikko, across the globe
in an attempt to raise au- in an attempt to
tism awareness as well
as well as bring a sense of hope to autistic
as bring a sense of hope
individuals and their families everywhere.”
to autistic individuals
and their families everywhere.

polar bear, Tikko, across the globe
raise autism awareness

“Autism … it’s okay to be different!” is the message Tikko shares as he travels across the globe.
An autism diagnosis doesn’t restrict a person
from being everything they want to be!

B Y : C hristine F rances P oe
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Since Tikko’s journey began, we’ve met so many
wonderful families! Tikko’s autism community
is a very special extension of our own family. Tikko’s Facebook page, “Tikko Travels,” is
where we all meet, show support for one another and share Tikko’s trip photos and experiences. It’s a fun, informative, international hub
for all ages, autistic or not! (Tikko is also on
TWITTER!)
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Now a symbol of HOPE, COMPASSION and COURAGE for
autistic individuals and their
families, Tikko™ demonstrates
that together, we can make a
difference!

	
  

MORNING &
AFTERNOON
SCHEDULING
OPTIONS
	
  

Christine Frances Poe is a
mother of 2, a writer and
an Autism Advocate. She
says, “I feel so blessed to
be on this journey with my son, Tikko,
and our wonderful friends and family
who are helping us make a difference!”

MONDAY-FRIDAY
$450/WEEK
	
  

MON/WED/FRI
$300/WEEK

Little	
  Leaps	
  Autism	
  Preschool	
  Program	
  is	
  dedicated	
  to	
  
establishing	
  and	
  providing	
  a	
  safe,	
  caring	
  and	
  structured	
  
	
  
environment	
  for	
  your	
  child.	
  	
  Our	
  program	
  focuses	
  on	
  teaching	
  
language	
  and	
  academic	
  skills	
  to	
  children	
  with	
  autism	
  and	
  
related	
  disorders,	
  ages	
  two	
  to	
  five.	
  	
  The	
  classroom	
  is	
  based	
  on	
  
an	
  integrated	
  approach,	
  which	
  incorporates	
  typically	
  
developing	
  peer	
  models	
  and	
  research-‐based	
  interventions.	
  

ries, the North Pole, Norway, Ohio, Ontario, Oklahoma, Pakistan,
Pennsylvania, Peru, the Philippines, Prince Edward Island, Quebec, Rhine Valley, Romania, Russia,
Saskatchewan, Scotland, Singapore,
Switzerland, Taiwan, Tennessee, Texas,
Thailand, Virginia, Washington (DC)
and the Yukon!

“‘Autism … it’s okay
to be different!’ is the

	
  

TUES/THURS
$200/WEEK

	
  
Children	
  experience	
  learning	
  in	
  both	
  group	
  and	
  individual	
  
settings.	
  	
  Our	
  preschool	
  program	
  offers	
  group	
  yoga	
  and	
  speech	
  
sessions,	
  as	
  a	
  part	
  of	
  our	
  curriculum.	
  	
  Our	
  preschool	
  teacher	
  
has	
  been	
  providing	
  behavioral	
  services	
  for	
  thirteen	
  years	
  and	
  
is	
  a	
  Registered	
  Behavior	
  Technician.	
  	
  Our	
  Program	
  has	
  two	
  
Board	
  Certified	
  Behavior	
  Analysts,	
  a	
  Speech	
  and	
  Language	
  
Pathologist	
  and	
  an	
  Occupational	
  Therapist	
  on	
  site.	
  	
  
	
  

message Tikko shares as he
travels across the globe. ”

Tikko™ has met celebrities such as William Baldwin, Jim Carrey, Ne-Yo, Demi
Lovato, Devon Bostick, Eliza Taylor, Ricky Whittle, Isaiah Washington, Jeff Dunham, Matthew Lien and stars from The Dragon’s
Den.
Tikko has skydived 10,000 ft., bungee-jumped off the Macau
Tower in China, parachuted from a kite at the Washington State
Kite Festival, gone Parahawking in Nepal and scuba-diving in
the Florida Keys, flown with Commander Chris Hadfield and
the Snowbirds over Parliament on Canada Day 2014, and even
snagged a seat on a “historic flight” on the Lancaster Bomber’s
Memorial Tour 2014.

	
  

HOURS OF
OPERATION
9:00-12:00
OR
12:00-3:00
	
  
	
  

Since	
  all	
  children	
  develop	
  at	
  different	
  rates	
  and	
  have	
  different	
  
needs,	
  the	
  director	
  will	
  meet	
  with	
  your	
  family	
  to	
  establish	
  
your	
  child’s	
  unique	
  and	
  individual	
  needs.	
  Our	
  goal	
  is	
  to	
  help	
  
your	
  child	
  reach	
  his/her	
  fullest	
  potential	
  in	
  all	
  critical	
  areas	
  of	
  
development.	
  

Moved by Dorian’s campaign to raise awareness, Alessia Cohle,
singer/songwriter from Toronto, and her partner Brian Donkers
wrote “Make A Change (The Tikko Song),” which premiered at
a fashion show showcasing children on the spectrum modelling
costumes native to the countries Tikko has visited.

LEAP AHEAD, INC.
10686	
  Crestwood	
  Drive	
  
Manassas,	
  VA	
  20109	
  
www.leapahead.org	
  
info@leapahead.org	
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“Haircuts have always been a challenge for my
autistic son, Morgan. When he was a toddler,
I would cut his hair while he slept. The result
was him looking a lot like a little sheepdog. As
he’s grown older, bribery, movies, and begging
have all been employed. He’d advanced to allowing me to cut his hair without a meltdown
in the last couple of years. However, I am not a
professional. This summer, I decided to surprise him with a trip to the local salon. They
have a wifi connection, and I figured it was
worth a shot. Morgan was fantastic! He loved
that the stylist explained what she was doing,
every step of the way. When she was finished
cutting his hair, she gave him a scalp massage
with a shampoo. He exclaimed, “Now, THIS
is the life!” We’ve been back one time and are
planning our next haircut.”—Jessi C.

ZoomAutism.org
ZoomAutism.com
Facebook.com/ZoomAutism
@ZoomAutism

“This year, our 9 year old son, Sam, learned to tie
his own shoe laces. This has been a long process,
starting out a couple of years ago when I realized that
after a certain shoe size, most boys shoes have laces!
Panic!!! Our OT helped us work on it in sessions,
and then we bought shoe lace puzzles to work on at
home. Team Sam worked diligently every day, and
with a proud smile, one day Sam got it! So proud of
my boy, and love to watch his face beam with a sense
of accomplishment every time he ties his laces. It
might seem like a small step, but for Sam it’s a milestone.”—Michelle N.
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